
Stimulation
Déjà Vu
Olfactory workshops offer



OBJECTIVES

Stimulation Déjà Vu offers
innovative olfactory and sensory
workshops for your events. The
sense of smell is a powerful
sense that brings curiosity and
conversation when it is brought
to life in a fun, interactive or
educational way. For an
experience that will leave a
lasting impression on your
guests-participants, the Déjà Vu
team is ready to serve you. 



WORKSHOP 1



THE DESTINATION BAR

Déjà Vu offers you a unique
experience: Try our olfactory
creation bar and find out which
destination corresponds to each
olfactory cocktail. 
This workshop aims to make you
travel through your sense of
smell.



WORKSHOP 2



WATERS OF THE WORLD

Fun and educational workshop
presenting 4 water scents and
emblematic places around the
world. The participants are invited
to smell 4 olfactory creations of
waters, and to associate visuals
with them, in the form of a game
of images, in order to guess the
qualities of water (saline, fresh,
polluted, earthy, herbaceous etc.)
and to associate a place with it,
by its smell. 



WORKSHOP 3



AN EMOTIONAL ACTIVATION

Our olfactory sense is a great engine of emotion.

OLFACTORY ALERTS

The sense of smell is a danger indicator.

DIRECT CONNECTION TO EMOTIONS

The olfactory system is connected to the emotional
center of humans through the limbic system.

 DISCOVERY AND COGNITIVE SCIENCE
 How does the sense of smell guide us in our lives?



WORKSHOP PHOTOGRAPHY



WORKSHOP 4



ILLUSION WORKSHOP

This deceptive workshop invites
participants to put their sense of
smell to the test by discovering
5 olfactory creations. 

Can you identify them?



WORKSHOP 5



PUT YOUR NOSE TO
TABLE !

Smell and taste are closely
linked. Playing with these two
sensations allows us to
recognize and appreciate
flavors. Discover dishes and
regions thanks to the
olfactory creations of
Stimulation Déjà Vu.



WORKSHOP PHOTOGRAPHY



RATES

1 hour workshop: $500 (20 participants or less)

Day of animation: $2,000 (unlimited number of participants)

Souvenir gift option: between $5 and $50 each

Travel expenses: not included

Note: prices may vary according to needs.



CONTACTS

Project Office Management
gabrielle@stimulationdejavu.com

Gabrielle Ghezzi


